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puppet master x: axis rising is the 2nd film in chronological order, and the
first film of the axis trilogy. the story continues directly where 'puppet

master 9: axis of evil' left off. it is a pity, though, that they did not use the
same actors to play danny and beth, the film's heroes. this installment is
more comedic than horror; only its not funny. there's no suspense and
hardly any action. there are a few new puppets, built by the nazis and
enemies of the franchise's puppets, but must admit they're rather silly.

the 'bitch' fight between leech woman and bombshell was completely and
utterly laughable, from the 'acting' perspective, as well as how stocky
they appear. the film is also laded with horrible dialogue and acting,

probably the stupidest yet.the puppets really look haggard and utterly
lifeless. it's hard to believe they were so well done and believable back in
the 1989 original. more often than not it looked like a school stage play,

and a very bad one at that. puppet master 10 is the 4th film in
chronological order, and the second film of the axis trilogy. the story

continues directly where 'puppet master 9: axis of evil' left off. it is a pity,
though, that they did not use the same actors to play danny and beth, the

film's heroes. this installment is more comedic than horror; only its not
funny. there's no suspense and hardly any action. there are a few new
puppets, built by the nazis and enemies of the franchise's puppets, but

must admit they're rather silly. the 'bitch' fight between leech woman and
bombshell was completely and utterly laughable, from the 'acting'

perspective, as well as how stocky they appear. the film is also laded with
horrible dialogue and acting, probably the stupidest yet.the puppets really

look haggard and utterly lifeless. it's hard to believe they were so well
done and believable back in the 1989 original. more often than not it

looked like a school stage play, and a very bad one at that.
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the second puppet
master movie

doesn't start off with
any kind of twist. it
starts off with two

men in a bar. one of
them is a little bit
wacko, but he's

okay. he's a
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scientist, he did
something in the

army, and he's not a
bad guy either. i

mean, he's not one
of the bad guys, he's
a little bit of a nut,

but he's okay. he's a
good guy. the other

guy is a soldier,
who's got a lot of
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problems. full moon
features has secured
the u.s. distribution
rights to the new

puppet master: axis
termination movie,
and is preparing to
release the film in

theaters nationwide
on friday, september

13, 2016. a wide
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release is currently
scheduled for friday,
november 11, 2016.
the film is currently
in production and

will be a pg-13 rated
thriller for mature

audiences. the new
movie will feature
the same core cast
from the previous
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puppet master
movies, as well as
the same puppet

characters fromaxis
rising. however,

after years without a
sequel, series star
ron perlman will be
returning to the role
of dr. frank n. furter,
the evil mastermind
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behind the axis of
evil. “bringing frank
furter back was a

real highlight of my
career,” said puppet

master director
charles band. “i had
a blast working with
him and am really
looking forward to
the next phase of
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this multi-franchise
series. this is a

landmark for our
company and for b-

movie and i am
excited to see how

the fans react to the
conclusion of the
story.” “i am so

excited to have a
new puppet movie
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to make, and am
honored that full

moon has asked me
to take part in this,”
said puppet master

producer richard
band. “filming has

been great, and with
these talented

puppeteers, we are
confident that the
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fans will be
entertained.”
5ec8ef588b
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